(208) 524-0214 Phone
(208) 524-6613 Fax
(800) 877-1609 Toll free
www.vernonsteel.com
office@vernonsteel.com subject line: employment application
2422 Iona Road (no U.S. Post mail - UPS, FedEx OK) 83401
PO Box 1401
Idaho Falls, ID 83403

Position: Warehouse/Delivery Driver
One ton truck w/ 5th wheel trailer, flat bed truck, pickup w/pull behind trailer
-40 hours per week + possible overtime M-F
-shift may begin from 7:00AM to 9:00AM and end from 4:00PM to late in the evening
- 4 hours minimum on rotating Saturdays 8:00AM - Noon plus required to stay until orders are complete
Minimum Requirements:
1. no physical limitations - this position requires constant heavy physical labor involving lifting, twisting, carrying
reaching, bending. this position works in an open environment with prolonged daily exposure to summer
heat, winter cold and local area winds including dust.
please do not apply if you have any current or past physical conditions that would prevent or limit your
ability to perform constant heavy labor in the stated environment.
must pass DOT physical
2. clothing able to withstand exposure to dirt and steel dust - there is a minimal clothing allowance offered after
6 months
3. high school diploma, fluent in reading, writing and speaking English
4. high school math skills
5. 20/20 eyesight (with correction acceptable) this position experiences prolonged daily exposure to dust/wind
6. must be able to hear over sounds of loud machinery - hearing protection supplied
7. absolutely have and maintain a clean driving record - up to date official copy of your driving record
must accompany application and will be verified upon final hire
8. positive, cooperative social skills (personality) allowing excellent interaction with fellow employees,
customers and vendors especially when under stress
9. limited but some computer skills
10. CDL not required - driving with trailer experience helpful but not mandatory
11. hourly wage negotiated based on skill set presented. Adjustments may be made upon actual work
place verification of presented skill set after hire.
I have complete understanding of and am in complete compliance with the above minimum requirements and
wish to submit this form along with the Vernon Steel Application for Employment. All forms must be filled out by
the applicant's own hand.

Printed Name

Signature

Date

